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Th" New Mt~Xi<'o WIH'(~Imtln uro scheduling
birycle rides Clvcry Sunday <It 9 a.m. 'rhere is l\
two·hour, slow paced ride nnd a four· hour ride for

C1>

more ex pcr[<>nccd riders. The starting point, is

.2:$
r:JJ

Pop~." joy Hall on the llNM campus. For further m·
fo, call Ri~hard Mf'tzlcr,277-2544.

Reci'Uitmen~

GSA el('cUon filing

•

•

new clutch, real jewel, $3500,345-0582.

PAS.sPORT .-InENTIFICA'fiON pt;~~;:-Lo~
prices in lawn! Fast, pleasing, Near UNM, Cn!l
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N E.

1972 DA1'"SUN 510, 4 speed, AM Radio, 2 door,

SR·ll CALCULATOR for sale call 345-5232.

tfn

-··-·----··
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FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSl!OP nnd Photogcaph

--~-·

•o

"

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP't You have fricn·

ds.w~-~~~-l-,~~~~~!.,~~~9!~_9._ _ _ ~-~
HAVE YOU EVER jusl needed someone to listen'!
AGORA 277-3013.NW corner Mesa Vista.
9/5

-2~--- LOST &FOUND

I<'OtiNi> 'QN-~~;-ti1 -~~pus, ;;-~-~u·ti~t· brush;;i~
ba-g, 8/26. Cn!1277-2548 or 277·6109.

9/5

IA)ST;· Ilr:u8-0BN!M ~Wa!lell)(~t~~.;n-UNM &

Columbia. Nc<'cl cards insidl' despernl<'ly. Reward.
L~~V_l' m_essag~ ~l ~~~o-~~i-~~.}3~~~arro~]!aH .....
l''OliND: CH.lJCIFIX on Sigma Chi house lawn.
ld<'ntify and dnim, Gnry 296-0197.
9/5

i~oST: r~-EMAl.~~ G-R-EYHOiiND~-~~-;;~p~~S/2"6.

Call ~~mlwr on t_a¥s o~ ~~5·53~!·_24~~~~9.:... _. --~ ?!~

. F0\1 ND: Laili('.1 watt'b belwN•n Scholes & Ortega
9/2.Cal\H81·7884:lfh•r2_1?_~~·- --.. - - _ _ 9/10
LOST:-- ~ull gro~n male husky around lTniversity.
Bl;trk and~-~~~:- I~~~~-! ~n118.~~~9_?~·-- __ --· 9/5
I.os•r GRAY ADUt.T male cat since 8/28. Pleas£'

Columbilt SE.
ront:lcl, 413
--· ......,-_----,- ---· ----=--:-:-·-

_-.~-:--.:~-::

9/4

____ :_--;.
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4.

FORRENT
-- .. -

---.

·---------~~~-----

~'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: shnr. 3·
bedroom houRe, 1/3 rent, utilities, d.d., Chris 247·
8257 ('Venings.
9/5
-------~

---- -------

THE CI'l'ADEL APARTMENTS- An apartment
complex for the young and the young aL heart.
Rents slurl at $135. l.arge swimming pool. Ef·
fic-iC'ncies & 1-bdrm available, furnished or un·
furnishzd. Walking distance to UNM. 152°/o
~~.:!.s.i~~~-~ 243·~_!l94.
9/12

5.

FORSALE

-

NF.I•;D l-~XTRA MONr-:Y'l Hand Stilch Coop
n('(•ds you. St•!l your hnnd·madc clothing, crafts.
2000 Central Sl·~.
9/8

CHEAP TRANHPORTATION! 150 mpg! Ideal ror
student. KTM motorized bir.•yc\e. 345·5232.
9/8
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Cl,ASSICAI, Gl~iTAR 1NS1'RUC1'10N, Tom
Jlris\o(' 247 81H7.
9/8
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I,AW SCilQ()J, ADMISSION Test O<L 11.
Ptl'p<trt• now, ('al1 Professional Educators of N<'w
Mexic<llrlt>. '2.55 1904.
•
9/29
..
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-----·----·-·-·--

PI\KBAI,I.ETiGRrJATIVE MOVEMENT thcu
advanred ballct, yoga, jazz, music dynamic~. Mor·
ning. aftcrnonn, t'Vt>ning rlasses. Kra!;{Off Scl10o1
of Fi'1(> Art'>~ 24 yl'nrs in Albuquerque. 265·8150.
9/4
. ·----·-··
----~---MIDDU~ EASTgRN BELLY Dance taught by
M:1rjorh• at AD'l' Studio, 805 Tij('rns NW, 2·12·
O!i17,247-1M30.
9/4
. ----·.
IU~AL 1-:S'r.ATI-i REMlNAH for home buyt-rs.
Learn about C(JRlract~. financing and hom~ value.
Mondays 7:30 prn. $1.50 or $2.ri0 for rouplC"s.
Univr-rsity Rr-alty, 3420 I.omaR. 266-9717.
915
Gt·~TTiNu
Our ~~~- OV('~hrad s;ve~
you morwy on invitatioM, napkins. and wedding
photograpl1y. Creative Servi-ces Ltd. 299-7930.

--. --·-···

-

-

MARinEr);,-

9/16
MIME and TAP workshops, "all Mime Ex:
p<'riment., rhildrl'n·adulls. 842-1080.9/8

r'
I

weekly. C<11l Judy Kapkc at 268-2121 or 831-5350,
9/10
NAIMA YRAM WIIJL Deily dance for your
celebration! Also, lecture·demonslrations, in·
struction (specializing in advanced technique}.
265·1834,
9/10

-.
--~~----,.-----··------~ HOllSI-: 3-bdr, 1-bath, garage, $22,000, $3000
down, 877 15G7.
9/8

3. .SERVICES

I

CJULDCARE in my home, fenced yard, ncar
UNM and Presbyterian Hospital, $18 to $20

•o_., ______ , -

·-·--~----~----•·--•

-·-

750 SUZUDI 1973. New chain, tire~. sprockets,

~~lng_!_9?~;_ca.~~o-~-~~~~:~- __ -----~~ 9/~
COKE FREAKSl 7 oz. bollle vending machine.

~:!~ ~.osl~-~~~.:!~h~ 2~!:~4J~:---~" -----~~~

QUAD MUSIC SYSTEM: PannsOnic recieiver,
Pinn('{•r turntable, Dyn01co speakc>rs. Two.years

~~~~. ~~_!?~n_:II!:_~:~_OO; ask~~2_0~. 842·?~3?] ~__!!~
197t CHALLENGER with AM-FM, 8 track
stereo. 256·0925 after .J. $1000.
9/·1

---- ~· -·--· ~~-=---------------- ~ -------

20 POI\1'ABE TV'' $30-$60, 441 Wyoming NE.
2555987.
10/22
MEN'S TEN SP~:go Bike $85. 256·946'7 mornings
aftf.'r 8:30.
9/4
21"·-col,OR-CONSOLE.·w .. col~; 1 lorlabl;:Art-~-;

~- ~~-~~~es~_c_a~~-~~2-~~~~i:_-·---·--9-~~
tHL l\..bl'~~·

t.owest pr1ce!i ana largest. setectJon of
the fim•sl Europ{•an makes. R.C. Hallett's World
Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378.

~)p('n til9__?__:~=· _

_ ______.:~

ANTlQUE FURNITURE. vintage clothing, quilLs,
lots of mis~dlaneous. Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
3409 CentralNE.
9/5
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OLDTOWN

New Mexico

•

DAILY

.BRIDGE
CLUB

Cha:t•te:J,"ed
Student
Organizations%

TWIN-BED including frame, headboard, mattress, springs. 242{1560.
9/9

Custom bln~k·nnd-white processing printing.
Fine.gnin or push processing of film. Conlact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 205·2444
orcomelo l717Girard BlvdNE.
tfn

•-•o - - - - · - - - · - - - - - • - ' " " - - - -

9/9

36,000 miles, very good condition 293-7888 week·
days, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. or 881-0609 after 5 p.m. and
weekends $1900 or best,
9/9

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAS'r, students!

• •

The Students Council fo• Exceptional Children is
holding a picnic to welcome all special ed. students
for thil f~ll semester. It will be in the Sam:li~s,
directions on the bulletin boa,rd in the basement of
the College of Education, Sunday, Sept. 7 at. 1:00
p.m. Admission free.

-

Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order S!}rvice.
tfn
CUSTOM U!!rRA·SON!C DRILLING. Cut
cabs-drilled nuggets, Student discount. J&.ll
Stones, 108 Morningside NE, ph 268·9598.
9/9

.

The entry deadline for women's intramural
powder puff football has been extended unlil
Tuesday, Sept, 9, Turn in entries at the intramurals office, Johnson Gym, rm. 230.
'

9/9

HANG GLIDER-Skysport-red, while, &
blue-many Xtras-Jay 265-9472,
9/9

----··

<

•

•

------------·'5S.TR·3 BOPY restored, engine overhauled, ox

~

1. . PERSONALS

Makers of-Hand Mclde Indian Jewelry

ASUNM, Applications can be picked up at the
SUB, rm. 242,

9/5

Marron Hnll room 131 or by mail to:
Classifi~d Advt•rlising, UNM Box 20,
Albll(!Uerqu<', N .M.
87131.

Las Campanas will meet Sunday, Sept. 7 nt 8:00
(officers 7:30) in the Corner lounge of" De Vargas
between house II and III downstairs.

'

• • •
Positions at·e now open for voter registrars with

'
doadling for

;::-:.;::;··;,:-;:-;:-;:-::·:=:=::-:.;::=:=:=:=:=:=;;- CONVE::tSATIONAL FRENCH dnssc,, 24g-3327.

Rall.'n: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisemenls run five or more
consNulive dnys with no changes, nine con·
Ls per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before rive inser~ions). Classified nd·
V('rtist"menls must be paid in advance.

_- Oov•:red'·
. "W"a_go.n ·

Chicano Studies is having an opl;!n house Sept. 5
beginning at 10 a.m. Refreshments und live music,

preside!ll and
chairperson is Wcdnefiday, Sept, 10. Info at GSA
offices.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.' .

Tho Simulations Association will hold its first
gaming session of the nnr·Sunday, Sept. 12 a~
noon in lbe SUB rm. 231A&B, Elections will be
held.

day ror all Chicanos interested in at~
tending IJaw School will be held at the Law School
Saturday, Sept. 6 from 9·12a.rn.

'fhe UNM Chess Club will meet '!'hursdny at
7:00p.m. in the SUB rm. 231. U.S, junior champion Spencer Lucas will play all comers in a
simullnneous exhibition.

.

• •

'l'he UNM Folksong Club will hold its first
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB rm.
250A.

Students who do not wish their names and ad·
dresses printed in the .St1,1dent Directory should
make a written request to the Vico Prvsit.lcnt for
Rtudenls Affairs, fm. 161, Scholes Hall by Sept.
26.

UNM Senate Broke Again?

Controversy Sparked Over General Fund

Pick up Re-Charting
Packets in your Mail
boxes, by the
ASUNM offices

FANTAS'riC HOUSE SALE. TV $50, eleelric
heater $10. Hnnd mixer $10. Girl's bike-needs
work $5, Mattress $5, sunlamp $5, dishes, clothes,
books, albums, Everything goes. 100 Columbia SE
No.3, 255-2039,
9/9

NIKKOR-N AUTO 1:2.8 f/24mm. wide angle
lens/ Nikon F body (older model) with Nikon
Leather cnmern case. $150 or best offer, Come by
309 Harvard SE or leave message. Miguel,
9/4
SALE aL SII,VER SUNBEAM ANTIQUES.
Women's & Men's clothing $1·$3 ench, 3409 Cen·
Lrai NE.
9/4
----·-~~--

6.

EMPtOYMENT

------------

CLOWNS Nr.;EOED to work Saturdays. Call
?.a,_r_r Barker e~·.('~ngs ~~1-3906,
9/B
PART TIME and full Lime job available! Sales,
warehouse al La Belle's Disl. Clerical positions
ar{' open now through Christmas ror eager ccillegc
students. Applications are being neccpted during
regular store hours. Apply nt La Belle's, 4920
Menaul.
9/15

The disagreement rests with
computations used by the
off'icials to define the SEnate's
funds (the money froi11
the body can allocate),
Wilson said the fund stood at
$33,000 after last spring's
election, leaving $16,500 to
spent during each of the full and
semesters. He said Senate
~llo,;atc~d $7243 last spring and
$11,119 this past
\Vcdnesday thus making it $2000

NE-ED-REI~iAfli~E·p~.~~-n-· t;d-;-h-o~;~~ork&

some babysitting Tuesdays & WednC'sdays, 12:00·
9:00pm, $•10/w(.•ck. Univl•rsily ar{'a, Call Chris
Jones, 277 ·3930, 842·8137.
9/4
TYPESET'riNG AND LAYOUT pnste-up ex·
perience needed (or good steady part·timc work at
Dataro. Call John, 243·2841.
9/9
WAITRESS WANTED: pnrl time or full timl'.
Apply
at
Ned's,
4200
Central
SE.
Hn

\\II,

Rucker, however, said -the
ics spent last spring have
ljl!lireacly been accounted for. As of

PART TIME JOB, graduate studt•nts only. Af·
tcrnoons & cvt•ning.s. Must be abli! to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
p('rson, no phone ralls please. SaVE' Wa)' lJiquor
Stores, 5704 I.omas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE.
9/19

8.

ASUNM
this fall, he said, Senate had $24,000
to spend during the next two
semesters. This would mean after
the Senate spent $11,119
Wednesday night, it would still
have about $900 to allocate this
semester before it reaches the

MISCELLANEOUS

---------ARTS AND CRAFTS common market, 219 Rio
---~-~

Br~tvo, Space available every Saturday and Sun
day for artisls,eraftsmen, palters and silvl'r·

~~i_:h~'>· Se_ll din·~ t~o-'~-~~~~~?_!·~~~---~~~
BE I'HACTICAI., ycl live W<'ll. Buy this 14 x 60
mobil(' home in Four Hills. It can b£' paid in just
four years at $115 monthly with $1400 down or
lrad[", Owner 296·5060.
918

~ ©rn~

from Santa Fe to UNM. M·T·W. 988·5709.

9/4

·-----~·-

DRIVgR WITH CAR needed for elderly couple.
Terms ancl time to be decided. Tel266o6763.
9/0
FREE GRAY TABBY kitten has shots and is
house broken. Cal\242·4574 or 247-9931.
~/4
---"-~---~

-·

By Kathy Perovich

.--------· ---

I

I

New Mexico Daily LobO
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time{s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2.' Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. ·For Rent; \:).
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.·

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising J:lates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

':'

Marron Hall, Room 132

\;'

[I

L.~

Telephone

Enclosed $ -~~·Placed by-~--·------ - ·-

.

~--·-

-

~·~··-----

-'"

I

$12,000 ceiling.
"There seems ~o be a basic
misunderstanding here," Rucker
said. "The political logic behind
Alan's position is undeniable, but
the economic situation is something
else."
The treasurer said the reserve
fund this fall started with $24,000,
meaning Senate could spend about
$12,000 during the semester.
"They could spend even more,
but that would be cutting the
reserve fund really close if the

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

spring projections fall short," he
said. "The $12,000 spending line is
a reasonable cushion."
Rucker siad "theoretically, the
reserve fund could be totally
allocated in one night. In reality,
there are always unexpected bills to
.
look out for.
"The practice of' splitting the
fund in half has always been a
'gentleman's agreement' in the
past," he said. "Senate could hold
back $10,000, $12,000 or $20,000
for next semester if it wanted.

Alan's spending limit is as valid as
any other."
Based on his computation of the
reserve fund, Alan Wilson said the
Senate had already overspent.
"It's very clear you can't deficit
sp~nd with state and University
money," he said.
Wilson said the student activity
fee is stale money and this
semester's activity fee monies have
been spent.
·
He said more money would be
available for next semester's Senate
(after students pay their spring
activity fee) but he added the money
could not be allocated until then.
"Even if we could find a way to
get around the restriction, I don't
think we should," he said.
The president said he would
veto any appropriation bill passed
by Senate (with the exception of
bills to cover the costs of the
upcoming ASUNM special and
regular elections), and he also said
he would veto some of the
appropriation bills passed by
Senate WEdnesday night.
"Senate won't be allowed to
spend any more money this
semester," he said. "Any
forthcoming bills and any that have
been referred to committee at this
time can't go through."
Wilson said it was "bad this had
to happen because there were many
good programs left to fund.
(Continued on page 8)

Program Heads Will Work
With Evaluation Task Force

:z.•2t SAN PEDRO, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MI!XICO 87' 10

WANTED PERSON to share driving-e"penses

I

\"

Get Your Athletic ID at
University ,rhoto Service,
1820 Las Lomas, 9 a.m.-12
noon and 1 p.m.-3p.m.
Monday through Friday. After
Sept. 15, 1975 there will be a
$2 late fee.

'"'.

phnh1

h~

'
P.11 (i.lrhck

ohn Birch Platform:
Red Menace Exists
By Joseph Monahan
Jan Hoopingarner believes Henry Kissinger is a member of the Soviet
police and Kissinger, in order to help the cause of worldwide
nism, engineered much of the Watergate affair so Nelson
'°Ckefel.lcr could accede to the vice-presidency via appointment,
.
The. long and winding road of conspiracy politics unfolds through the
B1rch Society which Hoopingarner coordinates in New Mexico, His
"_on Kissinger and Rocky are not commong, but of course neither are
Birchers.
The society started in 1958 and its size has not grown or diminished,
of the few stable qualities of the group. It's surprising their numbers
not grown since conspiracies seem to be in their heyday with the
assassinations, the CIA, and the FBI not that conspiracy does not
ossit>il" exist in those cases. But the Birchers even frighten away those
prone to the Henry the Commie theory or the 14 ways of losing your
to communism, which include favoring the graduated income tax.
Jan Hoopingarner is a hardcore believer. He has an intense manner that
fo~th an aura of u_rgency, Still you c~nnot help but doubt the sanity
h
l e B1rchers after bemg exposed to their platform,
That platform, as stated by Hoopingarner, is built totally on the
that the U.S. government is colluding with the USSR to turn
(Continued on page 2)

should be organized within two
weeks and will bet;in work immediately.
Thorson said he was considering
a memo he received from Nathaniel
Wollman. dean of Arts and
Sciences, concerning a language
revision in the
·nul memoran-

Several program directors displayed an air of confidence concerning imminent evaluation of
their organization by a task force
proposed by the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) and Chester
Travelstead, vice~president for
academic affairs.
Those interviewed expressed a
willingness to cooperate with the
task force, and generally welcome
the re~cvaluation of their respective
programs.
The task force is charged with
the job of "examining the ways in
which new programs are developed
and structurally integraied at the
University."
A memo on the topic by James
Thorson, FPC chairman and·
Chester Travelstead states the task
force "should be composed of some
ten to fifteen faculty members, stu~
dents, and administrators
representing a wide diversity of
fields and interests,"
The memo also states that
j)lwlu h) Lee Welliver
several existing programs will be
Harold
Bailey
subject to -review, including General
Honors, Cultural Awareness, Com~ dum.
Wollman's memo suggests the
puler and Information Science, the
task
force duties include "orderly
Ethnic programs and Women
consideration
of proposals for new
Studies.
programs
and
changes in or
Thorson said the task force,
which will be chosen by the FPC elimination of old programs."

-

'

John Howarth, director of the
honors center, said he did not feel
the honors program, which has
been in existance for 17 years,
would be subject to excessive
scrutiny.
Howarth emphasized the impor~
tant position these special programs
occupy in the University community. Harold Bailey, coordinator
of Afro-American studies, said,
'Tm not afraid of evaluation. I'm
comfortable with the credibility of
Afro-American studies. If they
want'to get rid of us they will have
to give me something constructive.··
Bailey said the task force could
prove to be very constructive and
ideally would be concerned with
strengthening the programs.
Gail Baker, coordinator of the
Womens Center expressed confidence in the current Women
Studies program.
"It is important for the University to study special programs and
this task force will have an impor~
!ant and difficult job," Baker said.
Baker said the present position
of Women Studies in the University
is unsatisfactory and she is hopeful
that the task force will rectify the
situation.
Toby Duran, co·ordinator of
Chicano Studies said he does not
view the task force as a ihreat,
(Continued on page 9)
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News

Keith Stroup, director of the
N ationul Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), will debate James
Blackmer, Albuquerque assistant
'district attorney, on the
decriminalization of marijuana
Sept. 7 at 8 p.m. in the Ballroom of
the Student Union Building at the
University of New Mexico.
Stroup's work experience includes two years as a clerk for a
Washington administrative law
firm and two years as staff counsel
with the National Commission on
Produce Safely. The commission
'was a temporary fact-f.inding body
created by Congress to examine the
laws relating to hazatdous
household products. In the commission, Stroup assisted in the preparation of nationwide public hearings
and in wirting portions of the commission's final report to the President and Congress.
Following the termination of
the commission in 1970, Stroup
founded NQRML. He defines the
organization as a non-profit, public

Plagued Bugs and Rodents?

H

....»

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. -- State health officials Thursday
attempted to trace the spread of Bubonic Plague organisms by
sampling blood, ti&sue and fleas from small animals trapped in a
nearby rural area.
,
William R. Handley, 14, of San Rafael; Calif., who had been
visiting relatives in the Tijeras Canyon area this summer. died in a
San Francisco hospital Monday of Pneumonic Plague. A highly
contagious form of the disease, Handley was buried Thursday in
California.
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GOP Likes Kansas City

"'biJ

"'

p..,

WASHINGTON ·--Going into the home stretch, Kansas City
still appeared Thurs4ay to lead Cleveland and Miami Beach as the
choice of the Republican Site Selection Committee for the 1976 GOP
National Convention.
The latest blow to Miami Beach'es prospects came Wednesday
when the Dade County Commission voted 6-2 to reject the city's
requests for extra police assistance to handle convention security and
traffic. Miami Beach Police Chief Rocky Pomerance has estimated
that police salaries and overtime during the convention will cost $1
million, and warned the "massive support from other police
agencies" was essential.

•

• •

li[bec~l~~~~:c:r~e~,~~e

wIll Debate cIty A tt 0 r ney

By United ~ress International

(fJ

M~ijuana Refo~m Advoc~-te ' U. Seminar ln;;s-.tiga-==--te..,.,._s;r--:-.-A~·-,b~q-u;;q~;-~
1

Red Menace Lives
(Continued from page l)

the world into a planet of red devils. Any form of government regulation is
immediately ranked us conspiracy to undermine individual freedom. The
free enterprise system is seen as the salvation oft he masses, but the Birchers
don't talk about minimum wages, government regulation on child labor or
other legislation protecting the worker; legislation that the corporate
moguls would gladly give up if it meant more profit,
The Birch Society is almost too outlandish to seriously consider.
Luckily most people seem to agree. The Birchers continue to nurse
themselves orr or notions \ike the one claiming Ricbard Nixon paid the rent
on Nelson Rockefeller's apartment while Nixon was practicing Law in
Ncew York.
As long as they keep it a little game, no harm done; but you can only
wonder what would be the results of a Bircher government. It seems there
wouldn't be one.

facts in
'V issue are foremost in
recreational drug use includ' ~termining the future, then the
alcohol and tobacco. The organi~~! 1oject dev~l.oped ~Y .•c~a:~es
tion believes however that the u B\ebel, Amencan St.udtes assomate
of the crimi'nal law has been u~ !ofesso: an~ n1n~ gradua~e
necessarily harmful to both societr 1\'dents 10 that d~partment wlll
and the individual and is al (feel the next 20 years of
economically wasteful t\~: /buquerque's growth and
remarkably ineffective as a deter- .evel~Jpmenl.
.
I Bill ~aurecht, produ.ctton
rent.
NORML's current activities in· Imager ,l,or the proJect smd th:
. elude lobbying for decreminaliza. AoJecl, , Alb~quergue 1940-7~
tion of marijuana with state an~ ~c Human DtmenslOn of R~ptd
federal legislatures; bringing COO· • fOW~h," st:uted OUt as a' Semtnar
slitutional challenges to the mari· ~~was expande? by a grant :rom
juana laws in several stale and ~c ~ew Mextco Humantttes
federal courts; sponsorin! uncli..
,
..
programs to re-educate the public The go.1IS of the proJe.ct are.
about marijuana - its potential r01 , -·; 0 r.rovtd~ htsloncal a1:d
harm and the cost of continuing the ~It ural pcrsp~cuve of growth m
smce
.
current. criminal prohibition ao'" bu·q·tue5r_9ue
t
1 t d .1.940.
1
b -t
rendenng legal referral and 31· • • ~ • ~mu a e. ta ague . e ween
sistunce to those who have been ar· .11 Lcns .1nd . pla~ners, mterest
Keith Stroup
rested.
r ups and u~1vers1ty faculty
interest lobby seeking a non·
In addition to the debate t~~
to e~amme the recent growth
criminal response to the private use fillllS, "Marij'uana: Assass ·' o'. ~.,our soetely and the effects on our
t
111
of marijuana.
Youth,"
and
."Highlights
of
Reefer
JV'd .
. .
.
Stroup says, NORML does not
ness"
wtll
be
shown.
Tt'ckc''
~
to
P.n
1
e
and
cle.
anfy
mo.ral
'
d
tl
1
h
h
advocate or encourage the use of Mad
for the general public are $1 andi~ • c. Ilea .. assum~l.lons w 1c
marijuana and fully supports a is free for students.
~derhc pohllcal. dectstons
.
to explore the alternallves
policy of discouragement for all
,============~=.ll~cn in determining Albuquerque's
· ure growth,
New Mexico
Because of the group dynamics
DAILY LOBO
.the project, Baurecht said, "We
No.9 pe to gel people concerned with
Vol. 79
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Almost 50 Per Cent
Fail A&S Skill Test
More than half of the 211
students who took the Arts and
Sciences Communications Skills
Test (CST) held Aug. 25 passed.
While 52 per cent passed, 40 per
cent were referred to English 101 or
102. Eight per cent were told they
should take English tutorial.
The results of the test were
similar to the June 9 test, but both
those scores were down from the 62
per cent who passed in the

November test.
Jack Warner, co-director of
freshmen English said the test
results mean very little unless the
class standing and number of times
the student has taken the test is
taken into consideration.
Passage of the CST is required
for admittance into the College of
Arts and Sciences. The next two
tests will be Oct. 13 and Dec. I at
6:30 p.m. in the Kiva.

. (l f that meeting will react to
topic
the presentation. The next section
ff
o ers the most hope for the success
~~~u~~~\~~~e of the project, .said
Forty-five minutes or more will
be given for the panelists and the
au d'tence to discuss the issues in

HOUSE OF F. . BRICS
=

would like to say
\_:

WELCOME BACK
and invite you to visit our two Albuquerque
locations, both featuring a full line fabric selection
and complete notion departments. We look forward to seeing you soon.

WE'RE SO HARD TO FltiD
WE'VE GOT TO BE GOOD

year bei'ore the actual work lh~ugh
the planners have already planned
additions to it."
Without any knowledge of
what's
happening
until
monthsbefore a project begins,

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
city they live in. We hope that said.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
·.oughthismeunsofpresentution,
"We hope to show that
Editorial Phone (505) 277· awon't bore the viewers, but, just something can be done despite all
4102, 277-4202
k to them as concerned citizens." the planning by the experts. They
Their 111'e•th d
· t
f fi
(the planners) have got proj'ects
The New Mexico Dnlly Lobo Ia pub,
0 COnSlS S 0 a !Ve
Jlshed MondnY through Friday evcl'l nutc Introduction with a 25 .already on their drawing boards
regular W.:!C]t of the Univcrslty yc.ar
•
•
•
lila\ C'lll't
and weekly during the summer !ession lUte audl()-Vtsual presentation.
'
e ve n b e rea I'1zed for I 0 or
by the J!oard oC Student Pub!lcabons of en four p·melists from diffcre"t
20 years. We aren't even told about
11
the Umvcrsity of New Mcx1co, nnd b ,
'
not 11nanclnlly ""soc!at~ with UNM.
fessionuJ areas involved in the W1HI 1 new b rl'd gc Or Sh opping center
Second ola.ss postnge pntd at Albuquer·
is g(Jl·n • t b b 'It
t'] b
que, New Mexico 87131. Subscrlpt!on[litg 0
e
Ul un 1 a OUt a
1 ------------~·-

Nobody Appreciates Me
Like I Dol

SAT. 10:00-6:00

SUN. 12:00-5:00

~·

Monday, Nov, 3, sponsored
by the Bernalillo County Central g-<
Labor Council
r:r
0

m

The money for the project runs
out .Nov . . 15 but three other.§
meetmgs wtth the Albuquerque <+
City Council (executive branch and
staff) and the Albuquerque r:r
Chamber of Commerce have been ~
nrranged.
""

S
>-'

Buurecht said, "I'm sure that if ~
you have the information and are ""
abl~ to sec the merits and faults of
both sides, u reasonable decision
cn11 be found or, at least, a better
awareness of the problems."
'

For further information and
exact times cull the American
Studies office at 277-3929.
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extras you need. 40 watts rms.
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List
SALE
$349.95 ___________ $269.95

Sansui 661
25w;trms

$759.95

----------- $649.95

Sansui QRX 6001
. 4- Channel
Sansui AU 2200

$149.95----------- $124.50

Sansui AU 4400

$199.95 ----------- $169.95

Sansui AU 5500

$299.95___________ $249.25

Sansui FR 3080

$199.95 ___________ $169.95

amp

auto turntable & cartridge

KENWOOD
KR 4400

$299.95___________ $259.95

KR 5400

$379.95 ____ ,_______ $325.00

Kr 6400

$449.95___________ $325.00

Receiver 25;25 rms
Receiver 35;35 rms.

Receiver 45;45 rms

NOBODY BEATS A
WAREHOUSE SOUND DEAL

BRICS
HOUSE
oFF
always first quality fabrics
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9:00

0

29, t:J

.·~

•

EASTDALE CENTER
Phone 296-0275

"'
"'
q

Oct.

amp

*Ask about our 10% discount for school projects*

t.07 WINROCK CENTER
Phone 299-7952

'
Wednesday,
sponsored by Lulac

GET ACQUAINTED SALE

amp

There are not many
businesses in the city
of Albuquerque that
are
owned
and
operated by students.
\Ve are one of the few.
You
as
students
demand and deserve
high Quality food at
reasonable prices. Stop
by and give us a try.
\Ve're sure you'll lil{C
what you find.

"'

Wednesday, Sept. 24,
sponsored by the Albuquerque Arts
Council
Monday, Sept. 29, sponsored
by the Albuquerque Public Library
..

~

:'1

WAREHOUSE SOUND INC.

~

rntc Ia $10.00 for the academic: year.
The opinions expressed on the edl·
torinl pugc.s of The Daihr Lobo are
those of the author solely. Unsigned
opinion is thnt of the editorial boa.rd
of The DallY Lobo. Nothing printed In
The Daily Lobo neccssat'lly rcprcsenta
the views oC the University of Ne'l\'
Mexico.

"'

~

the week of October 19th and ~
sponsored by the Metropolitan
1<
Area-Wide Aging Agency
~·

The other meetings will be:

,.,

[1q

Thur~day, Oct, 2, sponsored
by Bernnlillo County

Baurechl said, the citizens in a
community don't have much power
or hope of altering the plans.
"We put our faith in the experts
and become aputhctic," said
Baurecht. Though he understands
the project might not succeed in
defeating our urban apathy, he was
optimistic that the project could
convince enough people that they
can control their city's future. "This
is probably the most effective way
the problem can be solved "
Baurecht said.
'
Seven meetings have been
arranged but the exact time and
place cannot be determined until
the approximate number of people
who will appear is known. The first
meeting is scheduled for Thursday,
Sept. 18 and sponsored by the
Bernalillo County Commission.

~=-=:r;:;;;=--=~

small groups in hope for a greater
understanding of the issues and
special interests of planners and
citizens.
The presentation will only be u
catalyst for awareness of our
community's troubles, Baurecht

I,

ACROSS FROM
THE UtllVERSlTY OF tiEW MEXICO

phlllll b} Lee Welliver

Bill Baurecht
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e~·lii!!!!!...THE
E~.-!!1..-1111 I·~ 135 WINROCK

BAC
MASTER
CHARGE·
LAYAWAY

268-2300
106 B Cornell S.E.

Make Inquiry Through Classes
"--·-Beginning Sept. 9, 7:30pm
Canterbury Chapel ~25 University NE

~
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A Division of Warehouse Sound Inc.
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Money Problems
In ASUNM

The proverbial fecal matter has hit the fan in ASUNM
~ Student Government again and the fight is still the same Z money.
.;
The basic premise in the past years of ASUNM has been,
g;, "Give us about $300,000 and one year to spend the money as
~ fast as we can."
This is not to say that there have not been some good
investments made by ASUNM such as; the Rape Crisis Center,
Child Care Co-Op, Agora, etc. but there has never been a
strong fiscal policy or for that matter enforcement of any fiscal
policy.
Deficits are constantly appearing at the end of a fiscal year
and it is up to ASUNM to pick up the tab. Last year the UNM
administration helped out the ASUNM cause by presenting it
with a $12,000 deficit.
The entire financial issue surrounding. ASUNM can be
broken down into two basic questions; Who or what group
should be funded and who is responsible for making that group
adhere to their budget?
The entire ASUNM budget should be broken down on the
basis of long range planning or goals. The ASUNM budget
should not be used as leverage in elections where the elected,
reward their constituency.
Too often in the past, candidates ran on a platform of "Vote
me in and I'll get you some ffunding."
If ASUNM has grown to such proportions that It cannot
control Its finances, then perhaps it needs a professional staff
to run it.
We believe that a professional staff running ASUNM is too
much of an extreme but we also believe that before anymore
money is allocated to any group a re-evaluation of priorities is
necessary.
Fiscal responsibility goes hand In hand with fiscal control or
at least some knowledge of how much is left in the budget.
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HOW FASf Do You· .

Ser Chicano

GJ FOR THIRTEEN

CHITS?

By Mario Chavez

,

I

make life harder on respectable Spanish or Mexican-Americans.
sure that many who call themselves Chic;anos have been told
ltthinns like those just mentioned. It is especially disarming to hear
from one's own parents or other realtlves.
THEREFORE, I TAKE it upon myself to offer you my own

i

Q)

:g

,,'

lAIRTEEN CEN'J!??

Viewpoint

TH£ TH\RTE£N CENT ~AMPup\S ('(QN\1NGJ
Chicano, what the hell does that mean? The word Chicano is
COMJNG/Ii~r•thlr1a but a slang term used to describe a handful of radicals who

Editorial

Q)

rs

•

of the word Chicano so that it may help you to explain
a Chicano Is to someone who confronts you with it.

Chicano is a self-imposed name for Americans of Spanish or
iMe:xlc~m descent. It Is not a label given to us by someone else. A
il<!nlcan o is someone of Spanish or Mexican descent who was born and
in the Southwestern United States. The name Chicano gives
people a separate cultural and political identity, because few
justify any claim of pure Spanish descent. This is true for many
lilrea!;ons.
A CHICANO SPEAKS or should speak, if he has any pride at all, a
that is almost identical to that spoken in many parts of Spain,
!!Mexico and other Spanish speaking countries. Yet, many of the same
llWa,rds have different meanings among different groups of Hispanos.
Chicano has many unique words of his own, including corruptiofls
some English words, which mean nothing to other Spanish
l!sptlaking people.
CHICANOS HAVE a unique culture of their own which Is neither
..::·. .. ',: :.
iOONtx'Wt~mm*m~l~.?.:ltl=:lM~iml:\?1:1t~~t@~1itWJJW:Hlfi~W~~sNKf®1@li,Him@lette
l:;:l · :.. ::. :···· :::. ··. ·:· :: -: ··:·:·.·
I Spanish nor purely Mexican. Chicanos have their own music
and customs which although they may be closely related t~
ish or Mexican music, foods, and customs, are nevertheless In
Editor:
air c 1e an e d, the
ways unique to the Chicanos.
I have read enough about disgusts me.
IF THE ABOVE is not enough to clarify the word Chicano, then tell
How can a member of the cleaned, fatcat busi
the debate between John
taxed
to
pay
for
their
1
anyone who lives In the United States and claims to be
Howarth and Tony Hillerman. faculty seriously attack PIRG?
debts to society. PIRG is
i
or Mexican is immediately labeled Americana when they
Hillerman's obvious lack of If there has ever been a totally assurance that li
in
any
foreigh Spanish speaking country. 1 do not mean that
understanding for the most blameless movement on this candidates get the
,hi~~~~~:~~are
not Americans, only that they are a unique group of
1
important thing to happen to campus it is PIRG.
in'
as are Irish-Americans, German-Americans, and any
PIRG is the last hopt theY so bad I Y need
who were born and raised in the United States.
this campus sihce the
Cambodian invasion protests many of us ~ave in seeing the elections.
PIRG
is
an
r a II yin g p 0 in t a g a i
ONE USUALLY does not find the afore-mentioned hyphenated,
they are simply referred to as simply Irish or German. In a
oPPression of w o
manner I take the hyphenated Spanish-American and
minorities, children.
to mean someone born and raised in Spain or
These experiments in the past
So what if we do fo
who later emigrated to the United States.
'
Editor:
In the wake of shocking were rare. But this is expected to few students to
Be assured that I have not denied that the Chicano is descended
experimentation on live babies, change with the advent of Prostin an organization they <"l"''"m the Spanish and the Mexican. I have only asserted that the word
the California State Legislature F2 Alpha developed by the wish to belong to! PIRG
describes a unique group of Spanish-speaking people born
Pharmaceutical necessary for them,
has passed a law forbidding such Upjohn
raised in the Southwestern United States, which has evolved a
research. In other states the Company. This drug has been they recognize this or
a culture, and goals of its own.
Como Siempre
aborted fetuses are not as approved by the Federal Drug
Administration for use during PIRG is in their best nt<>1re~
fortunate.
For example, the Connecticut second trimester abortions. Two dollars is hardly
Attorney General tells of an Unlike other abortion procedures hardship for anyone.
experiment in which a baby was F2 Alpha often results in a live, would just Waste the mr\nOI
dissected without anesthesia intact, little body which can be they had it. With
before he died. One reads in the used for experimentation.
student money is
Are unethical experiments
New England Journal of
channeled to the
Medicine, " ... most of the babies being done on live babies in New
cause, not frivolity.
delivered by the latter method Mexico? Or is this planned for the
I hope that Hillerman
(hysterotomy) were still alive future?
people
of his ilk will
Shall
we
torture
our
offspring
when they were dropped into a
tissue grinder to be homogenized before we destroy them? quit fighting the nn1nre
Perhaps it is time for a law like PIRG will bring to
...
California's in order to protect Mexico.
IW\,~~~~?m",i!l!Jiil!!l!llm£\l
this tiniest human.
Augustus Kamburis
(Mrs.) Eunice Lanaenhorst

In Defense Of NMPIRG

Research And Fetuses

Error On Benefits Letter
Editor:
The letter from George
Coston on Sept. 2 concerning Gl
Benefits was In error.

'Used' Books
This Is for the eyes of
someone who works in the
bookstore on campus. Being
human, I made a mistake. After
purchasing some books I wrote
my name in them, only later to
find out that these particular
books were not necessary for one
of the classes that I signed up for.
·Upon returning to the
bookstore and wishing to sell
them back, a surprise greeted
me. The individual I spoke with
stated that my books were now
"used" and that I could only get
half price back tor them being as
tltese books fell victim to my
signature.
I will never purchase any
more books at this bookstore.
Perhaps one ot these days
someone at the bookstore will
understand why I feel I was
"ripped-off."
George M. Coston

While these benefits are
available, the proper source of
information is the Veterans
representative on campus,
located in Rm. 119, Bandalier
West, phone 277-6316 or 6317.
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John Goodhue

Paisano's Rolling Pizza
The End of a Cold Pizza
Cooked at your door
FREE Delivery to Students
--

•
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SUBSTOO

298·7541

Be Tempted
With the ESS-Lab Series 3

Tempest Speakers
Hear these speakers, with the:
Sherwood 7010 Receiver·
Garrard 42 M Changer
with base, cover,
Pickering cartridge
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Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials ropresent a
majOrity opinion of the Dally Lobo
Staff. All other column~. cartoons and
letters represent tho opinion of the
author and do not necessan!y reflect
the views of the staff.

editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

~ il!l.W~

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
be included with the letter or
it will n0t be considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upon request. If
a letter is from a group,
please include a name,
telephone number and
address of a group member.

Managing Editor
Micha111 O'Connor

Features Editor
Sarah Seidman

iWJ'Ar#l.W:

News Editor
Jon Bowman

Ph oto Editor
Miguel Gandert

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Sports Editor
Harold Smith

Business Manager
Harry Chapman

only from students who
willing to pay.
I confess that - as
against minority rights .go
days - this ranks as a
trivial outrage. It subjects '
minority to nothing worse
inconvenience - going to
Mr. Cole and friends if
please have their moneY
We of the majority imposed
will by referendum,
saisifying the legalism. And
return for ~ubjecting the
to a minor humiliation we
benefit - being protected
PIRG from flammable
unjustified bank charges,
That's fine.
But while PIRG is nra,JeCI"
Ms. Jensen, John Howarth
from flammable pajamas
protecting the minority
PIRG?
..
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Speak Of The Devil,
Now Mixed Doubles
Editor:
Ms. Jensen need not argue
that the cause of PIRG is worthy.
On that John Howarth and I 'have
always agreed. In fact, my dismay·
at learning that PIRG would use
this unfortunate mandatory fee
tactic was partly due to that fact
that it undermines the support
PIRG needs from civil
libertarians. Our disagreement
has centered on her last
sentence. "The PIRG justifies the
assessment of two dollars from
every student." I disagree. I argue
that the good PIRG does justifies
the assessmer;~t of two dollars
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Speakers feature the famous Heil air
motion transformer for the most transparent highs.
Come in and ask for special system price
•

Your campus sound
dealer ·for 25 years.

HOUSE

3011 Monte Vista N .E.
255-1695
Near the triangle at Central
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Gray Area Explored by ADT Dance Group
Page 6, New Mexico Daily Lobo, September, 5, 1975
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either dance or music separately is
a compliment to Mr. Hindes and
the performers: Linda Carr, Kim
Good and Hallie Neuman.
"Sousa Conmemorativo" was
a lively danced dedication to an

Residence
Hall
& Student
Association

..,.

CJ

..~_,.<>-

Desi Poston

5

-
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Rock Blues & Folk

::l

"...'

"'

Sue & Willy~
Folk Rock

-"'

Dance to

Saturday
Sept. 6
8 pm 'til
Midnight

c

-

"0

::l

"@'

JADE

Sunday
Sept. 7
Approximately
lOpm

plhlhh b\ \l12Ud (i.lndert

P-
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Keith Stroup
A reception after
his debate about
decriminalization of marijuana

.,__...,

By Joel White
Modern dance is a gray area;
as unexplored as human thought
patterns and just as perplexing. To
understand it one must launch an
c\cttrsion into its depths and
observe the
unfolding
Albuquerque Dance The; .. ,·, o
(A DT) "Fall Season" which
opened at Rodey Theater last
night did not help with the
dd'inition of nwdern dance, but
nonc-thc-lcss presented an
original survey of the subject area.
Presenting si\ premieres by
four dwrcographers, ADT, aided
b] mti'ic ranging from jazz to the
avante-garde. r.endcred an
c\citingly artistic performance.
All choreography was created by
members of ADT; expressing a
rcfre::-.hinu

~

II

lJ

Next came "Odyssey,"
choreographed by Whitney Rau
using the music of Charles lves
Based on two peoples'
complementary and contrary
aspects, "Odyssey" presented an
;;nalogously correct exhibition
down to the costumes. Kim Good
and Rick Kitts were the excellent
dancers.

cohc . . ivcncss

"Music Without Dance,"
composed and performed by Chip
Calamaio, Paul Hindes and Bruce
Rathbun presented a pleasingly
melodic piece, reminiscent of a
river wandering aimlessly within
and out of rapids. Unfortunately,
the music carried the analogy too
far as it was also an aimlessly
wandering interlude. Blazoned
\\ it h various percussion

.

II'~
;;Tw::~t s ~·
nrPnc-t:l..lon un~ 1~US1Cyaul

l't'~).t\\ thci."r nrc ...·hnl"" pr(.')duc.ti.ons.

J/

·z iii ,
MULl 1

instrun"lcnls

~tnd

Hindes

the choreography

and

pianos.
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Showtimes: 6:30 - 8:15 - 10:00
Matinees Sat. & Sun.: 12:45 - 2:30 - 4:15

265-0220

GUILD THEATRE
3405 Central NE

TBB NBW
DON
F4NCBD'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E.
247-4414

[,.

""

,.,.

Maltese Falcon- 6:15 & 10:00
To Have and Have Not- 8:15 only
- "'" Matinees Sat. & Sun,: 2:30 & 4:25
>cr
,.,.
,.,.
,.,.
..,.

Sl ·n: "That'' Entertainment,"
MGM's salute to itself. 7 & 9,
possibl1 I l p.m.
Guild: M <lnty Pyhon's Flying
Circus presents "And Now for
Something
Completely
Di ITcrcnt." 6:30-g: 15-10:00, the
Guild i> on Central cast of UNM
Coliseum: "Lcpke," about
Murder Inc., 7 & 9 p.m, 7905
CentraL
:\1 l'lHa (three theaters):
"Drowning Pool" with Paul
l'\c" man, "Other Side of the
Mnuntain," "Scenes From a
Marriage." San Mateo at
Montgomer).
Lobo: "Love and Death," Woody
'lk

>II<

'II"
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~

~ ASUNM

PEC Presents

~ ROD STEWART
.

~

~
~

AND FACES

b

~
~
~
~
~

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

~
~
~
~

AMBROSIA
Saturday, September 13th
m
J
8:00 p.rn.
Cinema East Twin: "Ja\\ s,"
evcrybody's favorite bite remains
at one of the two theaters. The
other is showing "WalJ..ing Tall

Tickets 86.50, 35.50 to Students

~

SUB Box Office,
Gold· St. Circus Records, Ram Locations,

created by the performers, "3
Solos ... ," was a pleasantly
performed "ork. To be unable to
keep one's perception fixed on

American
institution.
Choreographed by Pamela Knisel
to music composed by John
Phillip Sousa, "Conmemorativo"
docs to Sousa what rock 'n"roll
did to Beethoven (excepting
Beethoven turned over in his
grave and .Sousa just enjoyed).
-~sousa Conmemorativo'' presents
the pleasant duality inherent in
modern dance.
"Keepers of the Flame" and so needed in modern dance.
Jill Petersen designed the
"'The Vivaldi Dance" both
costumes,
Dianne Morrison was
choreographed by Pamela Knisel,
arc good representatives of the Stage Manager, Patricia Smouse
originality and cohesiveness worked the audio and Danny
displayed throughout the Phillips designed the responsive
production by ADT, "Keepers of and pleasant lighting.
ADT's "Fall Season" will be
the Flame," utilizing a set
designed by Donald Johnson, was ·performed through Saturday
perhaps too abstract and "The night at Rodey Theater. It's more
Vivaldi Dance" was too long, yet entertaining than tV and a lot
they still retained the cohesiveness more originaL

vs
Jim Blackmer.
Assistant D.A. for Albuquerque

SUB Ballroom
General Public - $100, Students with I.D. - Free
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BAR
Placitas. New Mexieo. 867-9911
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Should Marijuana
Be Decriminalized

The Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra will hold a free concert
this Saturday at the downtown
Civic Plaza.
Enough chairs will be set up
for a thousand people to attend,
but seating will not necessarily be
limited to the chairs. Civic Plaza
has a lot of other places to sit.
The concert will be a salute to
the American Bicentennial and
will feature songs about America.
The Symphony is directed by
Yoshimi Takeda, and John Clark
is the Choral Director.
The concert will begin at 4:30,
if the weather is nice

..

li

l1

Presents

Free Concert
Downtown

/

~

ASUNM Speakers Committee

p

Allen's sidewise tribute to "War
and Peace," 3013 CentraL
Part 2." Eubank at Candelaria.
Fox Winrock: "Nashville,"
Altman's view of the world of
C&!. Winrock Center.
Louisiana Mall: "Brother, Can
You Spare A Dill)e?" an
unglamorous and real view of the
Depression. "The Exorcist" is
showing in another section and
"Cinderella" rounds out the fare
at the three theaters. 1-40 and
Louisiana,
Eastdale: "Stardust," the old
story of fame wrecking the lives of
all those who ,Seek it, this time in
the world of Rock 'n' Roll. In the
Eastdale shopping center.

.

r

l

the

LOBO Film Guide

,.,.-
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presents

Friday
Sept.5
s·pm 'til
Midnight

i

$1.00
SUB Theatre

.

'

September Sn•. 6th. 7th. Admission 3.Jo
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Whitten: Who Decides
i C lassilied Information?

He said his information, "mostfiles on Jane Fonda, Eartha Kitt
By Lynda Sparber
0.
ly
rumors" which came from
ll.l
Les Whitten is probably one of and James Baldwin.
.[f.)
sources
in "the mob", led him to
Fonda's secrets involved her
the noisiest men in America. As an
public appearances and financial believe Hoffa was taken to the lime
2 investigative reporter for fame.d doings.
pages dealt with her pits in upstate Michigan, where his
j columnist Jack Anderson, l11s date of Kill's
gruduation, start as a per- body will never be found.
,!:;> livelihood dcpen~s on it. He deals
former and her sexual reputation in
Whitten said it appears that the
·o; in secrets,
~
At the onset of his lecture in the Paris. Baldwin's entry listed, his abduction was not only a decision
8 SUB Ballroo.n Wednesday night, novels and a clipping from a by the Detroit mob, but was ratified
by other branches possibly in·:;: Whitten said, "Most of the stuff Turkish newspaper.
One
document
Whitten
thought
cluding New York, New Jersey,
~ you see classified shouldn't be."
"-<
He proceeded to prove his point could be a hoa1<. was a memo from Philadelphia, Cleveland, Los
~ by passing out classified secret H. R. Haldeman to the man· in Angeles and others. The reason
Z entries taken from CIA andjor FBI charge of the White House bowling behind the move seems to be mob
alley asking him to "come in and fit discomfort with Hoffa's knowledge
~~-------------------,
Mrs. Ni1<.on and Tricia with balls" of mob involvement· in teamster
ll.l
bil
as soon as possible.
pension funds.
"It's a real Watergate
0..
Because so many were involved
curiosity," Whitten chuckled.
The proliferation of secrets in 111 the decision, Whitten said he
Washington "is still a scary thing" thinks that the true story will break
Elections filing
despite the upsurge of investigative eventually.
reporting spurred by Watergate, he
As to any tie-in between the
deadline is
Hoffa case and Chuck O'Brien,
said.
Wed. Sept. 10
"Who, we wonder, bugged Whitten said "it would be
Luther King, J. Edgar slanderous to say." He added,
Elections will be Wed. Martin
Hoover or Bobby Kennedy?" Whit- "That may answer the question,
Sept. 17 and Thur. 18 ten bemoaned the continuing in- anyhow."
vestigation by the government into
The journalist urged watchdogMore details are
the leaders' private lives.
ging of the banking and the oil inavailable in the
On the disappearance of Jimmy dusties which he said "have a poHoffa, Whitten said he and his co- tent role in the hidden management
G. S. A office
workers 'believe first that he was in America" and "who pays what
murdered, and second that Hoffa for our politicians."
room
In the role of watchdogging,
was taken a long way from Detroit.
Whitten was adamantly supportive
of the Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG). "You can organize
and kick people out that are no
Retailers of Fine. Imported Artists' Papers
damn good," he said of PI RG, and
stressed that this is difficult to do us
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and
individuals.
watercolor papers for Fall Semest:..:e:.:.r·:.______,

Patterson To Center 'Inexperienced' UNM
To aid Patterson in the front
Asked how he planned to use
Norm Ellenberger said yesterline
there
will
be
three
new
juniorNewman,
Ellenberger said, "He'll
day his 6,8 former forward, Mike
college
transfers.
From
Compton
have
to
roll
up his sleeves and jump
Patterson, will be switcherl to a perJunior
College,
courtesy
of
Assisright
in
the
middle.".
manent position at the pivot Tor the
tant Coach Jim Newman', are two 6Elle'nberger also recruited two
upcoming 75-76 season.
The-. UN M basketball mentor, 7 forwards ..Newman was the highly additional JC transfers. They are
Ellenberger, said, "Patterson will be successful coach of the California Larry Forte, a 6-7 forward from
shifting to the pivot full time both school until he was hired by UNM. Lakeland Junior College, and Dale
. The pair of forwards, George Berry Slaughter, a 6-1 guard from Vincenoffensively and defensively,"
"Mike has good quickness and and Larry. Gray, followed Newman nes Junior College.
here.
The only senior on the team this
good jumping ability" he said.
"Jim
(Newman)
comes
to
us,"
.
year·
will be guard Bruce Hudson,
Ellenberger said Patterson is
capable of playing under the basket Ellenberger said, "with a tremen- who sat out the spring semester last
but he added, "It is very possible we dous basketball background. He year because of academic difwill not play a stationary pivot at- will be a fine addition to the staff. ficulties. Hudson played a few
"His team's were noted for their minutes in the initial pre-conference
tack.,~
fast break and accelerated tempo." garrie against Cal-Davis in 1974.
"The thin'g we've got to realize,"
.Ellenberger said, "is we've got a
completely inexperienced ball club
with the e1<.ception of Dan Davis."
Davis started most of the Just half
of the '75 conference season when
injuries, and scholastic problems
By Randy Builder

ll.l

+'

"

Flag Football Teams
Kick Off Monday

G.S.A.

The intramural flag football games will kick off this Monday at 4:30
p.m. on tbe fields west of Johnson Gym.
Dick Baldi zan, an assistant coordinator for intramural sports, expressed
disappointment that only 22 teams have signed up for football. The ·rate of
participation in football intramurals has been decreasing each year. Last year
there were 35 teams and the year before that there were 44 teams. Baldizan is
in his first year at UNM. Before coming here he was at the University of
California at Santa Barbara where he said 70 per cent of the students were
inmlved in intramural sports.
'

106

ARABESQUE PAPER ENTERPRISES

AI prlco• Y'" oon nff,d.

~~~~

Arches Cover (per sheet) - - $.89
(10 or more) - -.84
Rives BFK
(per sheet) - - .89
(10 or more)- -.84
Also available: Arches Silkscreen, Arches watercolor,
Classlco watercolor, Copperplate, Cosmos Blotting, J. Green
Watercolor, and Rives Lightweight and Heavyweight.
More than 50 additional kinds of papers may be ordered.
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:
McChorrls Gallery, 118 Richmond NE, 266-0783 (5 - 9 pm)
Or Write: Arabesque,
920 Los Arboles Ave. NW, Albuquerque, N.M. 87107
Bulk sales at even larger discounts.

hiquid

l

l

60%

ASUNM Senate Broke Again?

"······························
••
••
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•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••
.........
••••••
•••••••••
..........

United Press International
yesterday that the New
Mexico Court of Appeals has determined that former Lobo Football
Coach Rudy Feldman can sue the
University for breach of contract
because of his release from his mentor duties.
.Feldman's contract was to
continue through 1977, UP! said,.
however he was dismissed in 1973.
His suit asks a maximum of $1.3 in
damages from each of the UNM
Regents, President Ferrel Heady
and Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald. The suit also asks an
c1<.tn1 $1.5 million each from
McDonald and Heady and another
$200,000 from Heady.
The Court of Appeals upheld
Albuquerque District Judge
William Riordan's decision not to
dismiss the suit, UP! said.
Feldman was hired in 1968 and
fired in 1973. UPI said court
records show that Feldman wus
paid $24,000 a year for his services
at UNM. Now he is an assistant
coach for the NFL's San Diego
Chargers.
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Pilitl fc!'>tiYoll or sllldcnl~ in the Albo. pub~
Schlluls. Scrt. !1. II tt.m.-J p.m .• Scpl. 9, ll.a.m~·
p.m. und 7 p.m.~9 p.m. Sponsored by the UNM ·
tll !>ern •

35 Winrock Center NE
298-7811
Located in
Winrock Center

• ••
Women in )oti..L•p:ti"l OOLl
·~ !>Utvey or 19~~
Sept. 7, t111 Wum:~ntimc. Wom<lntimc is cVLJry Son'
K·9 r.m. llll KUNM 90.1 I•M.
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(Dan) should have the leadership
abilities to get us going."
As a team, Ellenberger said,
"The situation now is taking a
young group, and molding them

L

2220 Central SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Telephone 266-2424

To UNM Students
With ID.
Open Saturdays

OFFICES OF OLD
FASHIONED ELEGANCE
Af! or port of 1350 sq. feet
o.vo.ilo.ble with Immediate occupo.ncy.
Amenities
Include:
fireplo.ce, Iorge pine trees, prlvo.te
entro.nces, flowers, sundeck, quiet
comfort, security o.nd persono.llzed
mo.no.gement o.t very reo.sono.ble
rents.

247-2000

Dealers
For:

Arp
Peavy
Gretsch
Am peg
Leslie
Ode
Ibanez
Hohner
Shobud
Road
Shure

§§

Ev.

I~

etc .

FALL STRING SALE
1st Set - Regular Price
2nd Set - Half Price

200 Central SE
Just East of the Tracks!

\
J

"Execution is something which I
have no idea where we arc. We'll
have closed windows the first few
practices."
(Continued. on page 10)
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2:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Friday & Saturday
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Western Wine & Liquor · ~
. havmg
. a
§§
Free Wine &
~
Ch ese T asting
§
Featutjng: Wedding Veil,
§
Liebfraumilch, & Nectarose
I
with cheese by Salmagundi
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Feldman
Can Sue

~ Once again by popular demand

••
•
•
•
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••
FALL CLASSES BEGINNING:
Professional Instruction in:
••
•
••
TAP DANCING
••
MIME
e
••e Children's Classes
(6-14 yrs) Adult Classes
Beginning Sept. 8
••
•
"The host company for the American
•
Bicentennial Mime Festival"
••
•
Our New Location:
•
805 T.ije:ra!!l Ave. NW • 842-1.080
:
••
•
••••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••

r; .

The football teams along with the other UNM intramural teams compete
for the President's Trophy whichis given to the team who has accumulated the
most points during the·year. The President's Trophy was won by Alpha Tau
Omega the past three years and t~erefore the trophy has been retired.

into a bull club. Before we always
had some· peop\~ to build around.
"We have fine talent, but it is
untested at this level of basketball.
Many Jimes a player can get by on
just talent, but to win we will have
to execute, and e1<.ecute with consistency.

C"

Although the deadline for the men's teams is past, the women can sign up
Area passed by Senate Wednesday. funded and the Senate would have
"to
dig
up
the
money
somehow.
until September 9.
·
"There's nothing wrong with night. He added he would appear
before
Senate
next
week
and
ask
"NCHO (National Chicane
the activities Senate has financed,
If you are interested in the intramurals, there will be other sports that will
but it's quite obvious they (Senate) them to reduce the amounts of Health Organization) hasn't been
several
other
bills
it
passed
and
then
funded
yet,
Ballet
Folkloricc
!lart
later in the semester. Anyone can sign up for these later sports which
haven't thought out their program
veto
the
bills
if
the
changes
were
not
husn't,
the
A
TM
Business
Club
include
volleyball, basketball, swimming, and badmitton.
completely," he said. "Their
made.
hasn't
and
the
Recruitment
allocations have been made as knee
Senate Finance Committee program hasn't," said Garcia.
If yon want to sign up or for further information, go to room 230 in
jerk reactions."
chair
David
Garcia
said
yesterday
Johnson Gym.
He said he would veto bills
"With the exception of the
funding Angel Flight and the Crafts there were several groups yet to be Recruitment program, these are:lr===========:;;;;
~J"J"JOCI"'J"..IO""J"J"J"J"J"J"J"J"J"J"..IO""J"J"J"'J"J"J"J"J"J"J"J".r.r.r.r.r.r.r..r.r.r.r.r-6
organizations that have beer
funded for the past three years," he
said.
"We'll have to dig .up the fun~
for them somehow," he said.
~
Garcia suggested monies caul~
IS
be raised by repealing the Ja111
····~·
establishing organizations alread)
~
funded and then using those
monies. Among the organization!
he suggested could be abolishe~
N
were the AS UN M Coffeehouse ani
ORCA (the Office of Research ana
~
Consumer Affairs) .

••
••
8710¥••
••
~ilver~6.95 oz. ••
••
oli on all Jewelry
••
••
••
NJ;W~lco

answered, secret in Washington:
How is it that instead of the presi·
dent buying gas, gas has bought the
president?

Whitten said he was glad to be
in New Mexico "where you can see
the microphones." He then revealed
the biggest, and as of yet un-

.Jntramurals

(Continued from page I)
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Les Whitten speaks at SUB Ballroom

beset the squad. "Dan," Ellenberger said, "should give us
good stability. He is a very intel-·
ligent basketball player, He has
more game experience than
anybody else."
"As you look ahead," he said,
"which is kind of hard to do, he
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(Continued from page 8)

"Our courses are as solid as any
others in this University and 1
welcome any evaluation," Duran
said.
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He stressed the importance of a
spirit of cooperation between the
task force and those groups being
investigated,
"I am not worried. We are not
trying to creat<O ~:qmething that isn't
needed," he said.
Thorson said one purpose of the
task force would be to avoid unnecessary multiplication of adm in ist ration.

I

biggest man tor the 75-76 Lobo basketball team will be 6-8 Mike Patterson.

I

Oil
CIS

P-<

"We need to develop an orderly
consideration of our priorities. I see
this not as a way to get rid of
programs· but as a way the
programs can be strengthened,"
T.hor~on said.

Addition Not Financed by Fee
By Rick Wright
Have you ever wondered where
$14 mandat.ory athletic acfee goes? One place it does not
UN M Athletic Director Lavon
IICLIUua'J d said Tuesday, is to
additions to University

Chicano Studies is having an flp.cn house Sept 5
beginning at 10 a.m. Refreshments and Jive musie.

•
Come

to

Roland

•
McGregor's

non·

denominational communion celebration at the
UniLed Minitries Center, 3:30 Friday nt 1801 La!

LomasNE.

•

•

•

"The football additions are not
from student fees," Mesaid. "They're being paid
through options on seats and inticket sales. The people that

will be using them are paying for
them."
There is no specific allocation
for the student athletic fee, he said;
all sources of athletic revenue go
into a general athletic fund.
"When we make out our
budget, we take all our anticipated
revenue and start from there," he
said. "The student fee goes into the
pot along with football and basketball revenues and everything else."
McDonald defended the man-

Recruitment day for all Chicanos Interested in at·

tending Law School will be held at the J1aw School
Saturday, Sept. 6 from 9-12 a.m.

• • •

The SimulaUons Association will hold Hs first
gaming session of the year Sunday, Sept. l~ at
noon in the SUB rm. 231A&D. Elections will he.

held.

•

•

•

Las Campnnns will meet Sunday, Sept. 7 at 8:0D

datory athletic fee and mandatory
fees in general.
"I wonder how many student
activities there would be if fees were
all volt~ntary," he said. "I've never
known anyone voting to tax himself
for anything."
McDonald said the student fee
tends to make the athletic department more responsive to student
wishes, and that he senses increased
student interest in the athletic
program this year.
"I can feel the pendulum swinging back to student interest in more
conventional things, like homecoming, the red-white-and-blue, and
nationalism," he said, "not just
here, but on campuses all over the
county."

One thing has not changed.
"We'll run this year," Norm said.
In trying to use his last availahle
scholarship Ellenberger said he has<
been attempting to recruit several
players from around the nation.
One of these was Lamont Turner.
Turner, who is from St. Louis, had
reportedly been considering attending UN M and playing Lobo
basketball. Now, however, it is
tolate. The deadline for registering
has past and Turner seems to have
gone elsewhere.
Ellenberger said Turner was
"just :1 guy we were recruiting. I've
tried to dow1iplay it. We just took a
shot at it."
As if the WAC was not hard
enough competition for the Wolfpack, Ellenberger said the roundbailers will have "one of the
toughest pre-conference schedules
we've ever had.
"It's a great schedule. We open
up the season with the European
champions, the Yugoslavian Olympic team, and there stili is an outside chance of playing the Russian
Olympic team."
Ellenberger also said they will
meet Colorado and Illinois in road
games, and of course there will be
the yearly confrontations, both here
and away, against New Mexico
State.
In the WAC Ellenberger would
not predict the race winner, but he
said, "Arizona might come in second, and then there's UTEP and
Arizona State.
"It's going to be another one of
those good oi' donnybrooks we
have.',

Iofficers 7:30) in the Corner lounge o! De Vargas
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Stormin' Norm Ellenberger

1

Every Sunday Morning tc
Parkview Baptist Church
Bus leaves La Posada parking lot at 9:15 a.m. and
returns at 12:15 p.m. A light
breakfast is served at the
church. For more information
call242-2606.

between house 11 and III downstairs.

•

•

•

The entry deadline !or women·~ intramural
powder puff football has been exterided until
Tuesday, Sept. 9. Turn in entries at. lht> in·
tramurals oUice, Johnson Gym, rm. 230.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Students Council Cor Exceptional Children i1
holding a picnic to welcome all special cd. stodfnl!
for the fall semester. It will be in the Snndbs.
directions on the bulletrn board hi the bascmenhl
the College or Education, Sunday, Sept. 7 at 1:0~
p.m. Admission free.
GSA election tiling deadling for president a~d
chairperson is Wednesday, Sept. 10. Info at GSA

'·,

ofliceB.

i

A new course in the Community Collegt.
Women at Work and Home, will be held tuesdays,
7-9 p.m., Sept. 9-0ct. 28, at the main branch oHht
Albuquerque Public Library. It will cover alW·
nativeB, solutions and ways of

f'

UN M athletics is a maze ranging from the student rees controversy to a

named Sasha.
The fees problem is a mind-boggling area or concern. However, just so
of us with quieter souls can get into and maybe even out of the maze
is Sashu.
Sasha is, or was, a lovable wolfpup acquired by the Norm Ellenberger
from the Albuquerque zoo fo·r !lie alleged purpose of making her a
However, this reporter got the feeling, back in the good ol' days of
fall semester 1974, that Judy (Norm's wife) and the kids fell in love with
It was a handy way to get around the city regulations and get a wolf for
pet.
On the other hand, Norm said, "Hopefully we can get her out to some
the football games this year. She's probably full grown now, maybe 50

"

Norm added that Sasha was a little skittish last year, and one supposes
· a skittish wolfpup in a full (well almost) football stadium is not a
• • •
red thing. Anyway, it is good to hear that "Sasha is alive and well."
Veterans interested in playing nag football sboold
On the lips of most coaches, or depending on whose company they are
contact the Student Veterans Association, rm.
1059, Mesa Vista or call 2774150 ns soon aJ
the tips of their tongues, is the NCAA economy measures, cuts, in
possible.
The cuts, which most dramatically affect minor sports libi
•
•
'
Applications arc now being accepted for · ·ll~nber~er and
d track, reduced the amount of scholarships per team.
ASUNM Speake'" Committee. They must
;"'
di not seem too pleased, of course, with the way the rules will

\'

problems facing women today. For more '
277-2215.

Candidate for the
Democratic Nomination
for the Presidency
brings his Populist campaign
to the University of New Mexico

I
'

I

.I

l

Harris will speak at the UNM Law School
Friday September 5, 1975, at 1:00 pm
Room 101 Bratten Hall

future squads.

received by Friday, Sept.12 in the ASUNM offict.

Fred Harris

4
rm.2 2.

,
•
,
new rules that are designed for economic measures," Ellenberger
PosUions arc now open lor voter registrarswHI
"could seriously affect basketball in certain areas. The UCLAs and
ASUNM. Appli«tions can be picked up ott~'IOdian:ts won't be bothered. But areas a little bit more remote from
SUB, nn. 242.
IIOpulatiion
centers like New Mexico could be affected."
l:irmncrmotn Lrbraty's I hr.. l!!r,, General
CIIUr<,e :\99. meeting Thurs .• 2 p.m .. 4m. 247 ~
Simmerman. ho1s open admission. h C:lt1 be uddeJ
tmhry until 4 run.

In Rochester, New York, it's been happening for years.
The youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol.
A group of boys and girls from the inner city who
work with police each summer to help keep city recreation areas safe and orderly.
TOPs was conceived by Eastman Kodak Company and Rochester Jobs, Inc. in 1967.1t has brought
about a greater understanding and mutual respect
between police and young people from the surrounding community.
TOPs don't have the power to make arrests, but
they learn about police qy working with them. Wearing special jackets and T-shirts, they ride in squad
cars. Walk the beat. Monitor calls at the station. Supervise kids at pools and playgrounds. For which
they're paid a salary.
Police come into the neighborhood as partici-

pants, not observers. When they get to know the
people they're sworn to protect, they learn how their
interests can be better served.
Why does Kodak provide financial support to
TOPs? Because helping the people of Rochester
communicate with one another helps build a better
community in which the company can operate and
grow. In short, it's good business. And we're in busi·
ness to make a profit. But it's also good for society.
The same society our business depends on.
If a company that makes pictures can't help people see more clearly, who can?

• ••

Ftcc speci:rl math tutoring program for
stud~:nts, :111 levels: undcrgrad, grad.

Love, SEX, Marriage

minority .~ludenis contact Prof, Griego, Dcpl.

•••

•••

UNM DaHroom D:rnce Club mecling,
Sept, 5, 7-q p.m. Carlisle Gym rm. 101.

·~":(,

•••

ror

part II oU \led:
scricli: "Love, Sex and Marriage," tonight _7~~
Honors Center Lounge, 1st noor. 1-lum:Jnttre
Topic : "Love: Is it the Rcul Thing?"
Campus Crusade

I

THREE Week Series on FRIDAY Evenings

Christ

•••

l

"LOVE: Is it the REAL thing?"

I

part n:- sept. 5

HONORS CENTER lOUNGE

•••

(HUMANITIES BLDG.- 151 FlOOR)

ASUNM is now accepting upplications for te~cbet
cvalwuion eoordir\ator and 3 prOBrnm adv1sofl
Apply· SUB rm. 2.42.

u

Campus Crusade for Christ International

•••

~
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Paid political ad by students for Fred Harris for President
Jeff Taylor, president

J
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Wlm's Whli of American College, SUB rm.

More than a business.

I

Person irHcrcstcd in running ror senator in t~!
i\SUNM Special Electi~m. Sept, 17, should sign·UP 1~
rm. 2·l2, SUIJ. bcadlinc-St:pt. 9.

1\-pplicntions now bt:ing ucccplcd (or ch"ilirnc>SO"

Kodak.

il

M:nh, Hutnm1ities 432.
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CHlLDCARE in my home, fenced yard, near
UNM and . Presbyterian Hospital, $18 to $20
weekly. Call Judy Kapke nt. 268·2121 or 831·5350.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

0>

9/lO

AlbtUJ~erque,

N .M,

UNM
87131.

llox

sheet~ or cuslom proofs: Hi~h qm1l1ty~~:a~g~.~;~,;

Ls, mounting, etc. Adv1ce, 1f asked. n
tfn
or come to 1717 G•ic:ra~r~d~BI:.:_v~dN:_;.;:E·~:=:r;;;-:;;;;;;:
I 1A Y.RAM WILl~ Belly dtmcc _for yo_ur
NAI b~ l' n1 Also lecture-demonstral10ns.' m•
cc e ra IQ •
• ' ,
•
dvanced techmque 1.
struction (specmll:t.mg m a
9/10
265-)834.

20,

---

4. FOR RENT

1. PERSONALS

0

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friends who care at Birthright. 247·9819.
tfn

·~

HAVE Y-OU EVER just needed somc'Jne to listen?

"';.:
<1l

AGORA 277·30l3. NW corner Mesa Visla.

9/5

;g 2. LOST & F 0 UND ----,-----,---;:;::

<1l

z.
.-i
.-i

~

"'

p...

Fa uNo ON north campus, new artist brushes in
915
bag, 8/26. Call 277-2548 or 277-6!09.

LOST:

BLUE DENIM Wallet between UNlfl &
Columbia.. Need cards inside desperately, Reward,
Leave messa~~Ql!.!~! 138 Marron Hall_,_ __
FOuND: CRUCIFIX on Sigma Chi house lawn
Identify nnd claim. Gary 296·0197,
--~

5

LoST:~ FEMALE GREYHOUND o~ campus 8/26.

Call numbt'ron tags or 255·5381, 242·7309.~

FOUND: La<ii~~-:~t~h between Scholes & Or~e1~

9/2. Call 881-7881 rtft_er ~':::,, _ _ _ _ _ _
!_

L~oS-T: J.~~Ji·g~~-~;1~ husky aro~nd Univcrs~JS
Black and white. Help\ Call 842·~~-"-·---~·····--·- ···
8/28 P\er.se
.
9/4
LOST GRAY ADULT male cnt smcc
co;Lact, 413 Columbia SE.

-3. SERVICES
EXTRA MONEY? Hand St~tch Co-op
needs you. Sell your hand-made clothmg, crafts.
918
2000 Central SE.

NE.ErJ

()I,ASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION, T~~
Prlsloe 247·8017.
I
i' AW-· sCJiiom, ADMISSION Test Oct ll.
Pn•p!m.'" now call Professional Educators of New
Mf'xico Inc. 255.1904.

·

Custom hlack·and·whilo processlng prmt.lngt_
Fine· ain or push processing of. film, Contac

Marron 1-Inll room 131 or by mail to;
Advlli·H~ing,

.

Pi!o1;QGRAPii·~~ EN'rll USIAS';L', st.u~e~ts!

Rates; 15 cents per word per dar,. one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run fLYO ~r moro
consecutive days with no change~. nme ccn·
ts per word per day, (no refunds Lfc~ncelled
bofort• five insertionsJ, Class!fJed ad·
vertiscmenls must be paid in advance.
Classified

~-··

9129

I'IlE·BALLET/CilEATIVE MOVEMENT thru
advanced ballet, yoga, jazz, mus1c dynamics. Mori
ningJ afll'rnoon, evening classes. Krasfoff Sthoo
oC Fine Arts- 24 years in Albuquerque. 265·8150.
9/4

MIDDLE EASTERN BELLY Dance taught by
Marjorie nL ADT Studio, 805 Tijer\LS NW, 2~74
0547. 247-!830.
--,--,.REAI:-isTATE SEMINAR for home buyers.
Learn nbout contrncls, financing and homo va lue.
1
Mondays 7:30 pm. $1.50 or $2.50 for coup es.
University Rea\ty,3420 ~~n.!+~s. 26G·'97l~'
'9/~
MARRIED'l Our low overhead sa~es
you money on invitations, napkins, and weddmg
photography, Creative Services Ltd. 299·7930.

'GETTING

TE WANTED: share 3·
FEMALEh ROOMI/~~nt. utilities, d,d., Chris 247·
bedroom ouse.
'
.
'9/5
8257 evenings.
--EL APARTMENTS An apnrtment
THE CITAD
d the young at heart.
complex for the young an swimmillg pool. EfRents start ut $1SS. La~ge I furnished or un·
ficlcncics & l·bdrm av:ulJl.b e,
UNM 152%
furnishzd. Walking distance to
'
9/12
University NE243·2494.

5.

FOR SALE

F ANT AS TIC HOUSE SALE. TV $50, electr~c
heater $10. Hand mixer $1Q. Girl,'s bik~·nee s
work $5. Mattress $5, sunlamp $5, dishes, elo_thes,'
books, albums. Everything goes. 106 Columbia:/~
No.3, 255-2039,
·· -

SALE aL SILVER SUNBEAM

6.

EMPLOYMENT

CLOWNS NEEDED to work Saturdays. ~~~
Gary Barker evenings 881·3906,
d f 11 time job available! Sales,
PART TIME an
II , Dist Clerjcal positions
wnrelmuse at La Beh cC~ . tm~s for eager college
are open now throug
rls .
t d during
students. ApplicaUonsAarel bc~~g t~c~\~c's, 4920
regular store hours.
PP Y
9/15
Menaul.

°

T YPESETTING AND LAYOUT pnstc·up ex,·
t dy part~ time work a
perif'nCC n~cdcd for goo d sea
919
'
Datal·n. Call John, 243·2841.
WAITRESS WANTED: part time or fulll tis~·
Apply
at
Ned's,
4200
Centra
.

tfn
PART TIME JOB, graduate students only .. Af- .
tcrnoons & evenings. Must be able t() work Fnd~y
& Saturday nights. Must be :1 years old.' AL~l~~~
person, no phone calls please. Sav~ ;~y ~
119
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcrlnu
'.

CHE~p 'rRANSPORTAT~ON! 150 mpg! Ideal~~;
student. K'rM motorized bJcycle. 3_45·5232.

NORML Director Keith.Stroup

SHELVING

~ioricer

20 P ORT/IIlE TV's $S0-$60,'441 Wyoming NE.
.
10/22
255-5987,'

••• for that
finishing touch

En CYCLES· Lowest pricos and l:ugesL selection of

the finest' Europ('an makes. R.C. Hallett's Wor~d
Champion Dicyclcs, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843·93~f~
Open tll9 p.m.
.
.
ANTIQUE FUH.NITURE, vinta~e clolhmg, q~llts,
lots of miscellaneous. Sliver Sunbeam Ant1q9J5·
3409 Ccnlra\NE.
'58·TR·3 BODY restored, engine overhauled, e~
new clutch, real jewel, $3500, 345·058-2.
9/
HANG GI~IDER-Skysport red, whitc, ~
9I
blue m::ny Xtras-Jay 265·9472.
SR·11 CALCULATOR for sale ca\1345·0232.

9/9

1972 DATSUN 510, 4 speed, AM Radio, 2 door,
36,000 miles, Vtlry good condition 293·7888 week·
·5 .
p m. or 881-0609 after 5 p.m. and
am
da
Ys ,8 .
..
9/9
weekends $1900 or best, .
.TWIN-BED including frame, hendboard, mat·
9/9
tress, springs. 212·35..,• 0·

Every Sunday Morning to
Parkview Baptist Church
Bus leaves La Posada parking lot at 9:15 a.m. and
returns· at 12:15 p.m. A light
breakfast is served at the
church. For more information
call ?42-2606.

..

prices in t.ownl Fast, plc~smg, Near .
· ~n
205·2444 or coml' lo 1717_ G~:~~~- Bl~d ~.!'?:..~.~----·

f;AMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSIIOP ~nd !'holograph

'

"We are public interest
lawyers," Keith Stroup, director
of NORML, told the LOBO
yesterday. "We're not drug experts and we don't try to be.
We are simply trying to protect
the rights to privacy of those

•

CoKE

PAi~PORT' -IDEN'I'JFIGA '!'IClN photiTN~lowtt\

I.

-

750 SUZUDI 1973. New chain, tires, sprock~j~·
Asking $975. Cull Rob 268·7233.
. __
FREAKS! 7 oz. botUc vending machl;;5
Very nostalgic, John 268·3477.
. .
UAD MUSIC SYSTEM: Pnnasonic recwlvcr,
turntable, Dynaco speakers. Two-ycnrs
old. Originally $1200; asking $700. 842-9377. 9/5

•

12" x 12" Decorator Concrete
Blocks and Pine Shelving
for Inexpensive, Portable Shelves
SHELF STANDARDS
SHELF BRACKETS

PREFINISHED WALNUT
COLORED WOOD SHELVING

Gallery is lf2 bloc~ from Johnson Gym on Corn~}~
Special ord("r SNV!cf'.
·- - - - - - -

1@)§.~~~ J
Don't worry about transportation: we deliver.

.

t~

344-3434

i \

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
P lease place the following classified advertisement in the New Medx~co
. ·
hea tng
LJaily Lobo
time(s) begtnntng
: under .the Rent;
5
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost Et Found; 3. Serv•r.es; 4. For
.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

,..

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

'·
[.

h'

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in adva11ce

Marron Hall, Room 132

Enclosed$--- Placed by _ _ _ _ _Telephone,_ _ _ _ __

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,_
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871:'=l1

accept the idea of decriminalizaiton."
Stroup said "there's been a
giant step forward in people
accepting marijuana smokmg
during' the past few years.
"Oregon was the first state
to
decrimin·aJize
marijuana

"Our campaign is not basad on the Idea that grass Ia good for you. We believe pot
should be legalized to save money on police forces and to eliminate half-a-million
aanaelesa arrests each year."-Stroup

8. MISCELLANEOUS

CONVERSATION:\!; FR~ENCU <lasses. 2<1~-3!~~·
<

By JON BOWMAN
people who do choose to
Despite wide-spread belief to smoke."
.
the contrary, the National OrgaStroup
was
in
town
to denization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) does not b~te Albuquerque assistant dis·
advocate marijuana use, but in- tnct attorney James Blackmer
stead is working toward decri- on the question of marijuana
·decriminalization. The debate
minalization of the drug,
.took place last night in the S VB

First Day Rosh flasho~1ah: (Alumni Chapel)
·
'Sept. fi, 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 6, 9:00 a.m.
Second Day Rosh Hashanah: (250-C SUB)
Sept. 7, 9:00 a.m.
y om Kippur (Alumni Chapel)
Sept. 14, Kol Nidre, 6:30 p.m.
Sept. 15, 9 a.m.-7:45p.m.

pt'riment, children·adults. 8·12·1~~~: ..-:·"··- ·--

----

NORML Heads Reform

down 877-1567.

1

i

c;;.;

::=::;;:;--;;-;·
HOUSE 3-bdr, l·bath, garage, $22 ' 000 ' $3000
9/8

To kin' Defense ·Made

Jewish High Holiday
Services on Campus
Students., Faculty., Staf:f
Cordially I~vited

ANTIQUES.

Wornen's &, Men's ~lathing $1·$3 each. 3409
irnl NE.
_

9110
--~-~i"iM"I·~ -;nd. TAP-;,.ork-;hops, cal\ Mime : ~-

i
r,

- -

·-
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Registrar Considers Change
campus, it appears that many pre·
registered students make additional
changes on their prbgranis during
the fall. We need to reduce the
amount of shopping around for
classes."
Under the presl:!'itt: system, students· enrolled at the University are
given the opportunity to preregister for their next semester
classes. Additionally these students
are allowed to make program
changes during walk-through and
the two weeks of drop-add,
"! don't think it would be fair to
the students not to allow any
changes to their pre-registerea
program," Chreist said, "but possibly shortening drop-add to one
week or limiting the number of
changes allowed should be· con·
sidered. Some universities larger

usage m some forms," he said,
"Since then (October 1973),
they have saved 30 per cent on
theu police forces and have
decreased their backlog of court.
cases by one-third."
The NORML director said
other states which have folCContlnued on page 5)

SUB Improvements
On the Way in '76

Says Students Shop Around

By JOEL WHITE
Regulatory changes in the regis·
!ration process at the University are
under consideration for future
semesters. Course changes by preregistered students and record
numbers of program changes at
add-drop were the main reasons
cited,
Fred Chreist, University regis·
trar, said he feels some system
changes are possible.
"Over 16,000 students followed
the pre-registration process for this
fall," Chreist said, "and of that
number 82 per cent were completely registered. We had over 19,000
students go through walk-through
registration and approximately
13,000 students used the drop-add
center during the first week. With
about 20,000 students on the main

ballroom and was sponsored by
the ASUNM Spe~kers Committee.
"We're a reformist group,"
said Stroup. "We've never had
a lot of power in the sense of
real political power.. What we
do is work with data and the
media to try to get people to

than UNM require special permission to make program changes
after the first week."
"Pre-registration is 'the · ·best
process to use for a large university," Chreist said. "If the attitude
of the student could be changed. to
view pre-registration as a final
process rather than a preliminary
one, the problems might be eliminated."
Bob Nordstrum, assistant comptroller for student accounts did not
see any problems in the financial
process.
"Tuition payment procedures
went smoothly," Nordstrum said.
"I don't think any slight change in
the process would affect us very
much,"

Karen niAser, dean of students,
(Continued on page 5)

By JEFF WOMBACHER
floor, the games area will be renoRenovation plans of the Student vated and KUNM wiH be moved
Union Building (SUB) are almost out of the building but Martinez
complete and work should be star· said it would be hard to say how
ted by the first of the year.
long it will take.
Ted Martinez, the Director of
The plans were drawn up in
the Student Union said, "We're what Martinez termed an "Archireally excited about it. I've been tect's Forum" which gave just
involved with this for about three
years and it looks like we're getting
closer all the time. We're very
pleased with the whole situation."
Tbe construction will be divided
into three separate phases which
will facilitate keeping the (>UB
open.
"Still there will be some in con venience and some noise," Martinez
added.
The first phase will include reno·
vation of part of the lobby, turning
the ole;! bookstore area into a fast·
food cafeteria and other modifications.
"For phases two and three we'll
have to go back to the regents for about everyone . a chance to air
more money," Martinez said.
their views on the changes and
Eventually all the student offer suggestions.
government offices will be moved
"Most of the plans are based on
to the lower level from the second
(Continued on page,8}

Candidate Harris UTi es EconomiC JustiCe

Analysis by
JOSEPH MONAHAN
The number of candidates for the Democratic
IPn!sidenltial nomination appears likely to hit at least
bu.t no matter how many Democrats declare for
White House race, Fred Harris will probably be
only one to hit hard on the issue of "economic
II JOiemrocra<:v "
Harris made a campaign stop in Albuquerque over
weekend and proved himself to be an effective
as well as a populist with an intellectual
This is the former Oklahoma senator's second shot
the nomination. In 1972 he quit early when be ran
ofmoney.
'
This time, however, Harris says because of the new
,•ea,~ral campaign finance law, which limits individual
lions and provides federal matching funds for
idates, his financial worries will be fewer giving
the opportunity to campaign full time on the
The issue is economics; that is the concentration of
in the hands of the "giant corporations" and
"super rich."
.
is an issue that frightens traditional Democrats.
was evidenced by the type of people who
IW'e~tt!d the candidate on his Albuquerque stop. Not
eJected official or other assorted political
t~e.uvii!S were on hand to shake the Harris hand or get
picture taken with him. The press and local

f~ed Harris spoke at the UNM Law School fridcv.

media responded in kind by shooting their 60 second
film spots.
The Harris campaign not only bases its platform on
the harsh economic treatment of the poor and middle
class, it shares the experience. Harris does not use
advance people nor does he stay at the Hilton Inn.
The beer at the party is Black Label, not Budweiser.
But in the area that really counts the Harris
campaign is rich. Harris has a goldmine of ideas,
ideas ranging from strict enforcement of the anti-trust
laws to break up monopoly corporations to public
ownership of utilities that cannot possibly benefit the
consumer by operating in a free market.
Another ambitious Harris goal is the establishment
·of an "economic class movement" that will transcend
his candidacy and turn itself into a political force that
will prove powerful in future years.
Harris, 44, admits his p,latform will not gain him the
support of people who in the past have controlled
conventions. So he is left with two hopes, First is the
building of a grassroots organization that will pack
precinct caucuses with Harris delegates and. proceed
to the convention a Ia George McGovern. New party
rules make it possible for Harris to pick up support he
otherwise would have been denied.
The other major hope is the Harris camp is the new
finance law which glves the nominees of the two
major parties $20 million for their contest in the
general election.
/Continued on page 2)
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